
Bella Rakha Disc golf course, Score card short Player: H/C

Marker: PDGA #

Hole Name
Par Course rules Round 1) Round 2)

1 Rhodo Circus 3 On the road or other carparking area is OB including Palm tree island from long tee.

2 Lockdown by Mrs J 4 On or over the road is OB 

3 Dragon's Den 3
Drive way and left beyond the short basket is OB, proceed to the Drop Zone if from a drive otherwise move to 
last point inbounds. Par 3 from short tee.

4 Low Blow 3 On and right of the road is OB play from the DZ Watch for players on 16 green and 17 Tee.

5 Time to Pray 4
The Basket is on an island, if you land between the end of the marked fairway and the island play from DZ with a 
1 stroke penalty. In or over the stream on the right is OB. OB lines continue through the Bamboo to the stream.

6 Ditched 3
Ditch around basket and beyond, in or over the stream is standard OB. Over rope in 14's fairway is a hazard 1 
stroke penalty and play the lie.

7 The Hypocrite 3 In the stream, on or over the road to the left is OB. The Tee is an island

8 Where's Bruce 5 On or over the road to the right and past the rope on the left is OB.

9 Trailers Grave 3 Island Green proceed to the drop zone if you don't land within the border. 1 shot penalty.

10 Don't get the Pip 3 Over the rope left is OB

11 Bitter Sweet 3
12 Cosmic Awareness 3 On or over the road left and in or over the stream is OB.

13 It's in our Nature 3 On the road is OB. The ditch along the left is casual water no penalty for nearest point of relief.

14 Getting Tyred 3
On or over the road and the marked bunker between the trees is OB. Over the rope on hole6 fairway is a hazard 
1 stroke penalty but play the lie.

15 Wedding Bells 3 Over the rope to the left of fairway is a hazard 1 stroke penalty but play the lie.

16 Fairway to Heaven 3 On or over the road beyond the basket is OB.

17 Protection 3 On the road and in or over the stream is OB

18 Rambo meets Scarface 3
In the stream or over and over the wire fence past the hole is OB play from last point inbounds with a 1 shot 
penalty.

58 Total:

Course notes Initials:

Where a road is used as OB if there are bolards the OB is taken from the course side of the flat horizontal beam. If there are no bolards it is the tarseal edge.

Where ropes are used as OB lines if they end short of another OB line, they are deemed to continue in the direction of the last section until they intersect with another OB boundary

eg. The rope around hole 5 basket will continue in a virtual line through the bamboo to the stream, players need to use their best guess for this, benefit of doubt goes in favour of
the player.

Scores

Marker

Standard PDGA OB rules apply unless otherwise specified. Take 1 stroke penalty and play from nearest point to where the disc was last inbounds. 


